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Current Affairs of the Day 
Analysing the Kyrgyzstan-Tajikistan conflict  

• The two landlocked countries, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, share a 1,000-km long 

border, a large part of which is disputed. There have been flare-ups in the past as well 

over sharing water and land resources. 

• The issue of the delimitation of the border is a relic of the Soviet era. While regular 

talks have tried to resolve the issue, one of the crucial points of disagreement remains 

over the map which should be used for demarcation purposes. 

• The path to resolution of the conflict will require warring groups to agree upon a 

common map. The international community too will have to make greater efforts to 

solve the dispute by involving elders in the communities. 
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Pre- and post-Soviet era legacies 

• The Batken region of Kyrgyzstan is seeing families being moved out and getting 

relocated.  

• According to the Ministry of Emergency Situations of Kyrgyzstan, close to 1,50,000 

people out of the 5,50,000 odd population of the Batken region have either fled the 

area or have been relocated by the state. The situation in Osh, Kyrgyzstan, is no 

different. The highly militarised borders also add to tensions. 

• The clashes are replaying old pre- and post-Soviet era legacies. The borders of the two 

republics were demarcated under Joseph Stalin's leadership. Historically, the Kyrgyz 

and Tajik populations enjoyed common rights over natural resources.  

• While regular talks have tried to resolve the issue, one of the crucial points of 

disagreement remains over the map which should be used for demarcation purposes. 

Almost half of its close to a 1000 km border is disputed. 

• The creation of the Soviet Union saw the large-scale redistribution of livestock to 

collective and state farms, which upset the existing status quo. 

• Unfortunately, there was only so much land to go around. The Tajik territory saw their 

livestock increase, and with scarce grazing land, agreements were signed between the 

two populations over the utilisation of Kyrgyz territory by the Tajiks' livestock. 

 

Lancet panel criticises WHO for acting ‘too slowly’ during the 

pandemic 

• The Lancet Commission on lessons for the future from the COVID-19 pandemic 

published in the journal has issued a set of recommendations for future plans and has 

also castigated the World Health Organization (WHO) for acting “too cautiously and 

too slowly” on several important matters. 

• The WHO comes in for criticism for acting slowly on multiple issues — including a 

warning about the human transmissibility of the virus, declaring a Public Health 

Emergency of International Concern, supporting international travel protocols 

designed to slow the spread of the virus, endorsing the public use of face masks as 

protection and recognising airborne transmission of the virus.  

• The report further talks of inadequate coordination among governments to contain the 

pandemic, including travel protocols, testing strategies, public health and social 
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measures, commodity supply chains, data standards and reporting systems, and advice 

to the public, despite the very high interdependence among countries. 

• They did record that epidemic control was indeed seriously hindered by public 

opposition to routine public health and social measures, masking and getting 

vaccinated, indicating low confidence in the government and low health literacy. 

The report makes a strong case for sustaining high rates of vaccination coverage, 

indicating that economic recovery depends on this, and low rates of new, clinically 

significant COVID infections. 

 

Telecom bill moots licensing of OTT apps, dues waiver 

• The government has released the draft of ‘The Indian Telecommunication Act, 2022’ 

wherein it has proposed several significant changes, including provisions for waiving 

off dues for financially stressed operators, bringing over-the-top (OTT) platforms 

(such as WhatsApp, Zoom, Netflix) within the ambit of telecom services that require 

a licence to operate, and provisions for message interception in case of public 

emergency. 

• The Bill, released inviting comments from stakeholders, seeks to replace the existing 

framework comprising the Indian Telegraph Act, 1885, the Wireless Telegraphy Act, 

1933, and the Telegraph Wires (Unlawful Possession) Act, 1950, that govern the 

sector. 

‘User protection is key’ 

• The explanatory note said the Bill aims to consolidate and amend laws governing the 

provision, development, expansion and operation of telecom networks and 

infrastructure, and spectrum assignment. 

• The Bill proposes a framework to address defaults in payment by a licensee, whereby 

under “extraordinary circumstances”, the government may allow for deferred 

payment, conversion of a part or all of it into shares in the licensee or even write-offs.  

• The Bill also simplifies the framework for mergers, demergers and acquisitions, for 

which the entities would need to comply with norms under the Companies Act, 2013, 

and only need to inform the telecom department. 

• Noting that telecom users wish to know who was calling them, the Centre said it had 

included provisions related to identity to help prevent cyber frauds using telecom 

services. 
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• The draft Bill provided clarity on two critical aspects: insolvency proceedings for 

stressed telecom companies and bringing OTT platforms and Internet Service 

Providers (ISPs) under the umbrella of the Ministry of Telecommunications. 

 

Why a NASA spacecraft will crash into an asteroid 

 

• NASA is about to clobber a small, harmless asteroid millions of miles away. A 

spacecraft named Dart will zero in on the asteroid, intent on slamming it head-on at 

14,000 mph (22,500 kph). 

• The impact should be just enough to nudge the asteroid into a slightly tighter orbit 

around its companion space rock — demonstrating that if a killer asteroid ever heads 

our way, we’d stand a fighting chance of diverting it.  

• Cameras and telescopes will watch the crash, but it will take months to find out if it 

actually changed its orbit. The $325 million planetary defence test began with Dart’s 

launch last fall. 

ASTEROID TARGET 

• The asteroid with the bull’s-eye on it is Dimorphos, about 7 million miles (9.6 million 

kilometers) from Earth. It is actually the puny sidekick of a 2,500-foot (780-meter) 

asteroid named Didymos, Greek for twin.  
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• Discovered in 1996, Didymos is spinning so fast that scientists believe it flung off 

material that eventually formed a moonlet. Dimorphos — roughly 525 feet (160 

meters) across — orbits its parent body at a distance of less than a mile (1.2 

kilometers).  

• This really is about asteroid deflection, not disruption. NASA insists there’s a zero 

chance either asteroid will threaten Earth — now or in the future. That’s why the pair 

was picked. 

DART, THE IMPACTOR 

• NASA took a minimalist approach in developing Dart — short for Double Asteroid 

Redirection Test — given that it’s essentially a battering ram and faces sure 

destruction.  

• It has a single instrument: a camera used for navigating, targeting and chronicling the 

final action. Believed to be essentially a rubble pile, Dimorphos will emerge as a point 

of light an hour before impact, looming larger and larger in the camera images beamed 

back to Earth.  

• Managers are confident Dart won’t smash into the larger Didymos by mistake. The 

spacecraft’s navigation is designed to distinguish between the two asteroids and, in 

the final 50 minutes, target the smaller one. 

 

MAINS 

DAWP 

Q1. Discuss factors hindering inner-party democracy in Indian 

political parties. Critically discuss the limited role of the Election 

Commission in enforcing inner-party democracy.  

MCQs 
Q1. Which of the following countries does not border with Russia? 

a. Uzbekistan 

b. Kazakstan 

c. Mongolia 

d. Finland 

 


